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In this lecture 

• Were the Vikings more violent ?

• What are the indications of violence ? 
• Some source critical remarks

• Archaeological indications on power and 
violence 

• Jelling 

• The Erritsø fortification – a new early fortress 
in a central part of the Danish Kingdom ? 

• Relations to Jelling and why Jelling emerged ?
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The only known Viking 
Helmet



Violent Vikings?
• Charlemagne killed > 4500 Saxons

• Bad press from the enemies

• In fact Vikings raided because the 
Frankish empire was open for it 
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Two Viking 
Swords, one 
from Steinsvik
in Nordland the 
other Åsnes in 
Hedmark
(Norway) 

In duals anything goes, In 
‘Holmgang’ there were 
rules.  

The art of archery was 
important for the 
Vikings 

The spear 
belonged to 
Odin. From 
Valgärde
(Sweden) 11th

century

An isolated column was protected against all sides 

Illustrations from Hjardar and Vike 2011 



The sword as a symbol of power

Illustrations from Hjardar and Vike 2011 



Violent Vikings?
• They were opportunist

• They were as violent as their contemporaries

• This does not mean that they were not violent. 
If hit by missiles one could make a 
castle of shields

Viking Svínfylking, formed as a wild boar’s head Various types of spears

Illustrations from Hjardar and Vike 2011 



Blood Eagle?

• The evidence of Blood 
eagle is a 
misunderstanding of the 
story of Ragner Lodbrog (in 
the Icelandic Sagas) and his 
son’s revenge on King Ella 
who put Ragner in a 
snake’s pit (Winroth 2014, 
p. 37)

• 11 th century: Sigvat
Thordarson: Knúthsdrápa: 
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The raven and the eagle 
were scavengers and 
hence associated with 
death. Also the Ravens 
were Odin’s birds, Hugin
and Munin.  

Viking 
from 
Denmark 
AD 800

Illustrations from Hjardar and Vike 2011 



Blood eagle 

• ‘and Ivar, he who resided in 
York caused the eagle to 
cut Ella’s back’.

• Changed to: 

• ‘Ivar cut the eagle on the 
back of Ella’

• 14th century: 

• ‘They now had the Eagle 
cut in Ella’s back, then all 
his ribs severed from the 
backbone with a sword on 
such a way that his lungs 
were pulled out there’.  

• Roberta Frank 1984
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Ivar the boneless
in ‘Vikings’

Danish actor: Alex 
Høeg Anderson in 
front of a Blood 
Eagle - looking  
bit worried ?



Berserks ?

• Saxo Grammaticus: Hartbein: 

• A demonical frenzy suddenly possessed him, he 
furiously bit and devoured the rim of his shield; 
he gulped down fiery coals without a qualm 
and let them pass down into his belly: he ran 
the gauntlet of cracking flames: and finally 
when he had raved through every sort of 
madness, he turned his sword with raging hand 
against the hearts of six of his henchmen [who 
had conspired against him].

• Fought like ‘wolfs and dogs’ and were ‘strong 
as bears and bulls’
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Patrice from 
Bjørnhovda at Öland
for decoration on 
warrior helmets 7th

century.

The artist Jim Lyngvild showing 
Berserks at the current exhibition at 
the National Museum 



Berserks, real or fake news?

• Just because the blood eagle and the 
berserks were creations of the vivid 
imagination of the high-medieval 
writers, combined with their inexact 
understanding of old poetry, does not 
mean that the Vikings were not violent’ 
(Winroth 2014). 

• Close attention to the sources,…reveals 
that the Viking Violence was a means 
toward a goal … in what was after all a 
very violent time, the early Middle Ages. 
What the Vikings wanted was wealth, 
which they used for political purposes 
(Winroth 2014, p. 39).
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Typology of axes from AD 
800 (top) to AD 1100 
(bottom)

Illustrations from Hjardar and Vike 2011 



Berserks
• Bare from Serks (no shirts)

• Bear serks (wearing bear shirts). 

• We know that the Germanic people 
honered the bear

• The bear was the lone warrior, unlike 
the wolves (ulfhe nar), Wulf warriors 
and the boar warriors

• Bears are more like humans, sound like 
humans, and fight over the same prey. 

• Shamanism- taboo

Beowulf got ready,
donned his war-gear, indifferent to 
death; his mighty, hand-forged, fine-
webbed mail would soon meet with the 
menace underwater.

It would keep the bone-cage of his 
body safe:. . . [His helmet] was of 
beaten gold,
princely headgear hooped and hasped
by a weapon-smith who had worked 
wonders. . 1442-1452



Violence and fortifications - The Jelling 
Dynasty – Gorm and Harald

• Harold, king demanded 
that those kumbles
[memory words] be made 
after Gorm his farther and 
Thyra his mother, that 
Harald that won all 
Denmark and Norway and 
made the Danes 
Christians.  
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The traditional
assembly of 
Denmark and 
Denmark’s
‘birth
certificate’ in 
the last part of 
the 900 years



Excavations at Jelling – all together
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Initial new investigations 2007
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Photos and graphics Vejle Museums
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Archaeological
investigations in 
Jelling 2009-2013

Smededammen 

Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT
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Ring fortress with long houses of 
”Trelleborg-type” 

Fyrkat – ring fortress

Aggersborg – ring fortress

Jelling

Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Jelling as state of the art – a combination of 
old and new
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Peter Jensen, AaUDet militære udtryk

Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Post holes underneath the church of several 
older halls
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Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Excavations in the Smededammen
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Date of felling: 958 - 985 –
Most likely AD 968.

Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Overview of Jelling
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Graphics the Jelling project & Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Three phases in Jelling

6/22/2019 20900 – 960 960 - 990 1000 – 1100-tallet

Seen 
from the 
SW

Photo: Vejle Museum 



Royal power before Jelling
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Frankish Annals from 
the 9th century

Mention 15 kings before
Gorm
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Dan 300-400 årene

Humble

Lotther

Skjold

Halvdan

Frode Fredegod

Roar 400 - 500 årene

Helge 400 - 500 årene

Rolf Krake 400 - 500 årene

Hjarvard

Vermund og Uffe Hin Spage 400 - 500 årene

Chochilaicus omkring 515

Ogendus (Agantyr) ca 710

Harald Hildetand ca. 710 - 770

Sigfred 770 - ca. 800

Godfred 800 - 810

Hemming 810 - 812

Sigfred II død 812

Anulo død 812

Harald Klak død 852

Regindfrid død 814

Rudolf død 873

Rorik sidst omtalt i 873

Horik I 813 - 854

Horik II før 857 - efter 864

Sigfred III 873 - 887

Halvdan levede 873

Helge 890 erne

Olaf ca. 910

Gyrd efter 910

Gnupa efter 910

Sigtryg før 920

Hardeknud ca. 920 - ca. 934

Illustration left from Hjardar and Vike
2011 

http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge1.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge2.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/Sagnkonge3.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/Sagnkonge4.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge5.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge6.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge7.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge8.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge9.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge10.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge11.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge12.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge13.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge14.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge15.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge16.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge17.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge18.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge19.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge20.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge21.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge22.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge23.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge24.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge25.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge26.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge27.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge17a.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge28.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge29.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge30.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge31.htm
http://www.fortidensjelling.dk/sagnkonge32.htm


Aristocratic manors and central places in the 
archaeological material
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Tissø

Lejre



The landscape of power ?
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Graphics: Vejle Museums



Photos and graphics: Vejle 
Museums

Photo: Energinet.dk

Rescue excavation in 2006-2007



Graphics: Vejle Museums



Photos and graphics: Vejle 
Museums

The hall seen from the west 



Pointed moat and palisade, fencing in the area of 
110x110 m

Photos and graphics: Vejle 
Museums



Close-sitting
planks of 
posts for each
5 m

Palisade on the inside of the moat

Moat 
Palisade

Photos and graphics: Vejle 
Museums



Reconstruction 
of the hall in  
Lejre

Dating the hall from the type: 650-950 e.Kr

Photos and graphics: Vejle 
Museums Drawing from Christensen 2016



Järrestad Tissø

Lejre



Measuring by geo-radar by 
courtesy of Rambøll

New investigations in Erritsø 2015-2017
Photos and graphics: Vejle Museums



The hall has been standing in the 700-
800 years!

C-14 dates 
from charcoal
from the hall

New investigations in Erritsø 2015-2016



Small high-precision excavation in 2016



- Dry moat
- Pollen analyses
- Samples for dating

Interpreting the moat



C-14 datings: occupation phase AD 650-900??



Metal items from the 
7th to the 9th centuries
Weight loads (lead)
Secondary refuse from 
casting (bronze)

Metal detector searches for trade and crafts making



View-shed analysis and the hinterland
View-shed from Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Gudsø vig

Building 
phases in 
1.st century, 
8th century
and 10th 
century



Gudsø vig

4

kilometer

20

Place-names in Elbo Shire
View-shed from Moesgaard and Aarhus University IT



Erritsø treasure

Silverarmring from 
‘Kongebroskoven’

Older finds from the area indicating power



From Tissø

Excavation season 2018: Pit houses or 
Grubenhäuser



Season 2018: Old maps and new 
investigations



New investigations in 2018
C-14: 750 to 950



Houses from the 8th century

c 14 dates: 700-850 

Nieuws!



Pit houses under excavation 2018

c-14 dates:  AD 750-950
(unpublished news)



TissøErritsø

Same features as in Tissø



Lead weight

Fragment of Bowl broach, bronze

Fragment of bowl  broch of silver

Piece of 
cut 
Dirhem, of 
silver from 
the 8th 
century

Detector finds:



11 confirmed pit houses 



Conclusions

• Vikings were not more violent than their contemporaries. But it was a 
violent time

• Blood eagle is not supported in the sources

• Berserkers may have existed

• Vikings were opportunists- they went for the easy taking

• Fortifications and central sites underlined that it was violent times in 
Denmark. 

• Jelling and Erritsø are discussed 

• Their relations are uncertain but further investigations are coming up

• It seems that Erritsø goes out when Jelling arises 



• New excavations
- More precise dates
- find more workshop 
activities
- Scientific analyses

• The surrounding settlement
• Compatible sites 

Thanks to : 

Erritsø-project 2019-21


